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INTRODUCTION
This publication is the result of a joint research project conducted by JLL and Skanska,
under the patronage of ABSL. The report presents the views on workplace from
employees representing the modern business services industry in the Czech Republic.
Its main goal is to clearly identify the needs of the office population, related to the office
building and office space, so that buildings can best suit these needs and address
a variety of requirements.
As demonstrated in the report, in a competitive labour market, corporates offering a well
‑selected office building location, coupled with proper office space planning, are likely to
successfully compete for talent.
The basis for this analysis was an in-depth online survey that received over 1,400
responses from employees of the modern services sector. The majority of responses
collected came from the 4 major cities of the country namely: Prague, Brno, Ostrava and
Pilsen. Where appropriate we have split the results to show differences or similarities
between the capital and regional cities.
This survey is one of the first and largest surveys of its kind in the Czech Republic and the
authors of this publication would like to express their sincere thanks to all respondents for
their time spent on completing the questionnaire.
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conclusions for

office building

LOCATION
Reaching employee efficiency & satisfaction by shortening the commuting time.
42 % of staff surveyed in Prague typically reach
the office within 21–40 minutes. An overwhelming
majority (92 %) live within a 60 minute commuting
radius. Interestingly, 42 % of staff surveyed also
pointed out that between 21 and 40 minutes
is the maximum time they are keen to spend
on commuting to work in Prague, although an
additional 44 % said they would be willing to travel
up to 60 minutes. In the other main Czech cities,
a 21–40 minute commuting time was again the
most common answer (51 %) with 73 % of those
surveyed living within a 40 minute commute.
When asked about the maximum time they are
keen to spend on commuting to work, the typical
answer was between 21 and 40 minutes (48 %),
although an additional 40 % said they would travel
up to 60 minutes. It is worth noting that although
employees may be willing to spend more
time commuting to work, 49 % of respondents
admitted that longer travel times were one of the
factors that bothered them the most.

How much time do you typically spend on commuting to work?
What is your maximum acceptable travel time to work?
Prague:
18%

<20
min

42%
42%

21-40
min

With current GIS (mapping) tools in place,
real estate consultants are now able to help
companies make the optimal choice of office
location. Based on address codes of centre
staff, provided by corporates, we can map office
buildings which are most easily accessible by
its employees. This is particularly important, as
the relocation of a company to another location
can cause discomfort to employees. Out of the
entire spectrum of attributes, 52 % of respondents
pointed to the location as having deteriorated
or unimproved following the move. At the same
time, relocation improved such aspects as the
general comfort of work or access to relax
zones and social areas.

44%

8%
6%

> 60
min

Other main cities:
22%

<20
min

19%

41-60
min

7%

51%
48%

21-40
min

40%

8%
5%

> 60
min

Maximum acceptable travel time

Current travel time

40 % of respondents would find a central location
with all its amenities and services desirable.
However, 53 % stated that location (city centre
vs. non-central areas) comes secondary to the
travel time. It is therefore indifferent whether the
office is located centrally or out of the city centre,
provided that public transport is adequate and
the commuting time is within reasonable limits.
If walking is required, 67 % of people would be
willing to walk up to 10 minutes but, 21 % also
emphasised the need for the walk to be pleasant.

32%

41-60
min

8%

Your office should be located:

53%

A location (city centre or
beyond) does not matter if
a well-developed public transport
system or convenient access by
car is provided

40%

In a central location

7%

In a non-central location

After relocation, my office has seen an improvement or decline in conditions
associated with: (multiple choice question)
Day-light access

Relaxation zones / social areas
55%

32%

43%

13%

35%

36%

14%

Location / Access
48%

32%

Improvement

40%

49%

15%

Elevator efficiency
20%

26%

53%

21%

Artificial light access

Air-conditioning
44%

10%

Fit-out standard

General comfort of workplace
51%

47%

19%

16%

Similar
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71%

Deterioration

10%

conclusions for

office building

LOCATION
Buildings increasingly compete on public transport and alternative commuting possibilities.
Public transport is the most common mode of
transport for surveyed staff. This is followed by
the car, with a walk in third place. Our research
confirms the fact that one of the major success
factors for an office building in Prague is to be
close to a Metro station and/or a tram station.
For regional cities the requirement would be for
tram followed by bus.

How do you typically commute to work? (multiple choice question)

Public transport

69%

Car

23%

Walk

15%

Car-sharing

3%

Bicycle

2%

Other

1%

Commuting by car for employees is less
common in the Czech Republic with only 23 %
of respondents commuting via this method
on a daily basis. This is largely thanks to the
well developed and efficient public transport
systems. However, 44 % of those surveyed
would appreciate access to free parking if
available.

The topography of Prague, plus the general lack
of cycle lanes and bicycle parking in most cities
is a hindrance for cycling as a mode of transport
and only 2 % of people surveyed are using
a bike to commute on a regular basis. However,
a greater availability of bicycle parking racks
and common showers and changing facilities
would be welcomed by more than one third of
respondents.

Another office building facility which is seen as
important is free Wi-Fi available in the entire
building. This is likely to become a market
standard in the near future. The implementation
cost of such a solution is not significant and this
kind of amenity is highly valued by the majority of
employees (69 %), regardless of age.

BPO/SSC employees would also like to have
access to a wider range of amenities in the
building or in its nearest surroundings, such as
a canteen, restaurant, grocery or café bar. All
of the abovementioned will make the workplace
more convenient.

Which amenities should the office building have? (multiple choice question)
Canteen / restaurant

74%

Free Wi-Fi available in entire building

69%

Grocery

47%

Common showers and changing rooms

40%

Bicycle parking racks

32%

Café bar

29%

Nursery / kindergarten

23%

Gym / Fitness

19%
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conclusions for

office space

SET-UP AND PLANNING
Flexibility in the office space plan and workplace.
An overwhelming majority of employees
surveyed currently perform their activities in
an open space (93 %) and have a dedicated
desk (88 %). Only 5 % of respondents reported
a shared desk policy at work and even less would
see this as an ideal option. When asked about an
ideal working structure, the highest preference
was a combination of working from both the
office and from home, when reasonable and the
job allows. In terms of sharing space, only 24 % of
respondents stated that they would prefer to work
in open space, whereas 48 % would prefer to
work in smaller areas or rooms for up to 4 people
This is indeed about providing a more flexible
and optimal space plan that addresses diverse
needs.

How
dodo
you
currently
work?
How
you
currently
work?
88%
88%
81%
81%

I have
mymy
own
desk
I have
own
desk

Hot-desking
Hot-desking

I work
from
home
I work
from
home

I work
in in
a different
place
I work
a different
place

5%5%
2%2%
Currently
Currently

5%5%
14%
14%

Ideally
Ideally

2%2%
3%3%

With regard to the dynamic growth of the
business services industry and the importance
to attract and retain talent, the workplace strategy
is particularly important. In addition, with the
new generation ‘Z’ arriving on the labour market
shortly, the office space plan would have to
combine diverse expectations and working styles
of as a many as 5 generations, and this will not be
possible without a high level of flexibility in the
office space plan and definition of workplace.

Teamwork adds most value to the company: Is the office plan supporting team activities such
as brainstorming and meetings?

Working
with
thethe
Working
with
computer
computer

97%
97%

Phone
Phone
calls
calls

36%
36%

Reading
reports
and
Reading
reports
and
contracts
contracts

36%
36%

Business
meetings
Business
meetings
with
clients
with
clients

27%
27%

Brainstorming
/ /
Brainstorming
internal
meetings
internal
meetings

16%
16%
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87%
87%
Perceived value for the company:
Perceived value for the company:

The majority of staff perform activities from the wide individual
working spectrum. These are: computer work (emails, data input and
analysis, document processing), followed by reading of documents
and contracts; and telephone calls. These 3 types of activities
represent a vast majority of the time spent at work. Meetings and
brainstorming/innovating are performed by only 27 % and 16 %
respectively, of the staff surveyed, and these are activities from the
teamwork spectrum. Interestingly, when asked about which of the
activities from the entire spectrum add most value to the company,
the majority of answers point to both individual computer work, as
well as group activities i.e. brainstorming/innovating and meetings.
One of the conclusions would again be to offer a flexible working
environment allowing for the performance of activities which
add most value i.e. combining the individual computer work at
workstations (emails, analysis) with sufficient spaces for meetings
of all types.

What
kind
of of
activities
dodo
you
dodo
every
day?
What
kind
activities
you
every
day?
Which
activities
in in
general
create
thethe
highest
value
forfor
Which
activities
general
create
highest
value
your
company?
(multiple
choice
question)
your
company?
(multiple
choice
question)

43%
43%
35%
35%
58%
58%
45%
45%

conclusions for

office space

SET-UP AND PLANNING
Comfortable, flexible and efficient working environments drive productivity in the workplace.
(multiple choice question)

Building’s surroundings

Office location

Office design and colours

Separate relaxation zones
meeting and creative areas

Greenery

Ability to focus on tasks
in a separate room

Free tea, coffee
and soft drinks

Efficient air-conditioning

93% 87% 83% 74% 69% 64% 63% 51% 47% 40%

Sufficient daylight

Modern offices in the Czech Republic follow
very high building standards and address the
requirements for user-friendly and efficient
working conditions by providing for example
greater air circulation than necessary and lots
of natural light inside the buildings, amongst
other elements.

What factors improve your productivity at work?

Comfortable workplace

In order to raise productivity, staff should be
provided with a comfortable, spacious and
flexible workstation, and the availability of “quiet
zones” for individual work. In addition, an efficient
air conditioning and ventilation system plus
access to sufficient daylight is a must for wellbeing at work. The location of the office building
came in 9th place in the research, behind access
to free coffee, tea and soft drinks, separate relax
and creative zones, the provision of green areas
including, the proximity or views of the office
building to parks and greenery. On the contrary,
games rooms did not appear as important to
those surveyed (12 %).

Noise, inefficient air-conditioning and travel times are the most disruptive elements.
Many corporates from the business services
sector work in noisy open spaces, most notably
in centres providing telephone support to clients.
Therefore, noise is generally seen by the industry
as the most disruptive factor in the workplace.
This links well with the requirement for flexible
workplaces, combining comfortable conditions,
adjusted to the roles and activities performed by
employees.

Inefficient air-conditioning and ventilation
systems are seen by those surveyed as another
significant disruptive factor at work. This clearly
relates to the office space density. Some of
the corporates have offices in older, less efficient
buildings, with air-conditioning and ventilation
systems incapable of servicing the density of
5–7 sq m per person, in contrast to the most
modern office premises. Despite this fact, and
although less common in modern office buildings,
it is extremely difficult to adjust the temperature
to a level that is comfortable for all staff in large
open spaces.

In my workplace, the things that most bother me are:
(multiple choice question)

Noise

62%

Lack of space
in the office

34%

Long commuting
time

49%

Insufficient relax
zones / kitchen areas

33%

No possibility to choose
a desk at which
I want to work

18%

Poor performance
of air-conditioning

47%

Quality of toilets &
bathrooms

40%

Lack of amenities
in or near the building

18%

Lack of daylight
access

38%

Elevator waiting time

18%
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conclusions for

office space

SET-UP AND PLANNING
Openable windows: more than a “nice to have”.
Difficulties in the proper adjustment of air
‑conditioning and ventilation on larger floor plates,
or simply inefficient systems make an openable
window an attractive solution. Our research
clearly demonstrates that office staff prefer to
have an openable window near their workplace.
They highly value any contact with fresh air,
particularly during the warmer months. Having
said that, some of the newly developed buildings
have significantly higher air quality than older or
obsolete buildings, and this may reduce the need
for openable windows.

Would you like to have the ability to open/tilt the windows in your office,
even taking into account the reduction of air-conditioning efficiency or total
exclusion of this system in the room, as well as increased noise (i.e. from the
street)?

9%

79%

12%

To eat in or to eat out? That is the question.
The largest majority of respondents (32 %)
usually eat out at canteen or restaurant outside
of the office building. This was followed by 30 %
who usually eat at a canteen within their office
buildings (where available). Access to adequate
food services within or near to the workplace
scored highly in respondents preferences. The
office kitchen was a preferred choice by 19 % of
those surveyed. This could suggest that either
office kitchens do not have sufficient capacity for
the number of employees or, people generally
prefer to take a break from their workplace and
eat elsewhere.

Where do you usually have lunch?
Canteen / restaurant
located outside
the building

32%

At my desk

7%

Building’s canteen

30%

Different place

4%

Kitchen
in the office

19%

Future growth plans should be factored into the flexible space plan: re-arrangement of an
office can be painful for employees.
Corporates from the business services industry
feature a sustainable growth along with new
mandates from external and internal clients.
44 % of the staff surveyed witnessed some
sort of space plan re-arrangements, such as
the removal, addition or replacement of partitions,
to name the most typical of these. Interestingly,
more than half of those who experienced changes
were not inconvenienced as a result of works
being carried out in the office. This may be due
to the fact that the most works are carried out
during the evening hours and/or weekends and
are closely monitored by professional project
managers. In some cases, space expansions can
also occur on different floors or entirely different
buildings.

Have you experienced any fit-out works at your workplace?
(i.e. removal or relocation of partitioning walls etc)

18%

26%

37%

19%

Yes, and that was uncomfortable for me

Were not carried out

Yes, and that was not uncomfortable for me

I don’t know
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office building

OTHER CONCLUSIONS
Productive workplace: a game changer in the war for talent.
Modern office space that supports productivity
at work, can influence the choice of
employer. This becomes particularly important
in times of increasing competition for the
best talent among modern business services
companies.

Do you think that a company with a modern office fit-out, designed to
increase productivity, would increase the chances of attracting young people
to work with them?

86%
Yes

Staff would appreciate to have the opportunity
to see their potential workplace prior to
signing an employment contract. This
corresponds with the general perception of the
industry that employees are educated about their
rights and privileges, and pay attention to the
general working environment.

I don’t know

5%
No

Would you like to see your workstation and your workplace before signing
the contract of employment?

73%
Yes

Staff should be more educated regarding the
buildings that they work in, its environmental
footprint and CSR. The role of developers and
owners, as the promotors of sustainable and
green development, is to familiarize and educate
the end-users of office buildings and demonstrate
ways in which a sustainable building may
positively influence their workplace, productivity
and well-being.

8%

14%
I don’t know

13%
No

Have you heard about green, certified office buildings
(certificates such as LEED, BREEAM, DGNB)?

Yes 26%

If YES, do you work in a certified building?

No 74%
6%
Yes
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71%
I don’t know

23%
No

FINAL REMARKS
The voice of employees is increasingly being heard and sought after by corporates
developing their office space strategies. The opinion from staff is highly valued and
respected, and employee engagement is seen as critical for creating a user-friendly,
productive and supportive working environment.
We trust we have highlighted the key office-related needs from employees representing
the modern business services industry with this research. These needs principally include
a comfortable and flexible workplace which is best adjusted to the activities and roles that
are performed within them.
The technologies and tools that are currently available, coupled with years of experience
from office space developers and consultancies, today allow us to create ideal
workplaces for corporates, that strongly support productivity and employee satisfaction.
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ABOUT JLL
JLL is a professional services and investment management firm offering specialised real estate
services to clients seeking increased value by owning, occupying and investing in real estate. JLL
operates in 80 countries from more than 230 corporate offices. On behalf of its clients, the firm
provides a comprehensive range of real estate services including: Tenant Representation, Project
Management, Architectural and Fit-Out Solutions by Tétris (a wholly owned subsidiary of JLL),
Integrated Facilities Management, Property Management, Agency Leasing in Offices, Retail
and Industrial, Investment Sales & Acquisitions, Corporate Finance, Valuation & Appraisals and
Research & Consultancy. JLL was established in the Czech Republic in 1992 as one of the very first
international real estate firms to enter the market. Since 1992 our firm has become a leading provider of
real estate services in the Czech Republic, with an international, multi-disciplined team comprising 75
professional and support staff.

ABOUT SKANSKA
Skanska Property Czech Republic, a subsidiary of Skanska Commercial Development Europe,
specialises in commercial property development. When designing and constructing, Skanska
focuses on energy saving solutions and reduction of carbon emissions, water management and waste
minimization. For each building, Skanska aims to meet the strictest environmental criteria to obtain
LEED certification. Besides the green measures, Skanska cares about the healthy working environment
and well-being of the occupants as well as creating a new place in each location and adding to the
community. Workplaces that foster innovation and productivity increase value for the tenants by
offering excellent working environments where the tenants´ employees can succeed and thrive. Recent
projects to mention are City Green Court, the first building on the Czech market with a LEED Platinum
certification for Core & Shell, in combination with LEED Platinum for Commercial Interiors and Corso
Court, a recently completed project in Prague 8 – Karlín, which contributed to the neighbourhood and
its tenants with a spacious public garden.

ABOUT ABSL
ABSL is the Association for Business Services Leaders representing the sector of Business Services
and represents over 50 major international business firms located in the Czech Republic. The sector
employs over 65,000 employees in the provision of world leading Finance, IT, R&D and outsourcing
services. The sector is growing at over 20 per cent per year and is a major contributor to the Czech
economy and success story. We really welcome this opportunity to work with our strategic partners JLL
and Skanska to survey the ‘Voice of Business Services’ and would like to thank our ABSL member
firms for completing this first ever survey in the country. Business services is an incredible success
story for the Czech Republic and this survey clearly shows that our member companies are increasingly
providing excellent environments and career opportunities for their people – and helping to build Czech
business.
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